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Welcome to the second issue of Connect.ED.  
Education plays a critical role in improving 
quality of life, but training teachers is not our 
complete charge.  We educate leaders in athletic 
training, exercise and sports science, health, 
recreation and parks management; game changers 
that are discovering new ideas and building 
programs to add value to the quality of life.  Our 
feature story is on the “Space Travel” interview 
with FSU graduate and astronaut, Ricky Arnold, 
from the International Space Station on April 9,  

When NASA Calls…You Answer 
 

Canyon Lohnas, a senior Early Childhood/ Elementary major, asked Ricky 
Arnold a question about his time in space in relation to the field of teaching. 

 

 
 

2018.  This feature article shows how one alumni is using his narrative to uncover/ 
explore new opportunities and to expand the world of “teaching.”  In the following 
pages, you will also find the College of Education’s continued commitment to 
transforming and impacting lives.  Remember:  “Our door is always open.” 

“Station, this is Frostburg State University.  How do you hear me?,” Frostburg 
State University president Ronald Nowaczyk asked as he made connection with 
NASA on April 9, now known as Ricky Arnold Day. 
 
 

Source:  FSU News and Media Services 

 

Continued on Page 2 

 



  

 

When NASA Calls, You Answer… 
 Astronaut Ricky Arnold ’85 had a simple message about shooting for the 
stars, even if you’re grounded on Earth. 

“No dream, really, is too absurd,” Arnold said, while floating about 240 miles 
above the planet inside the International Space Station. “You let someone tell you, 
you can’t do something, try your hardest to prove them wrong and see what 
happens.”  

It’s that dream that led Arnold from being a teacher traveling the globe with 
his wife, Eloise, and their daughters, to being an educator astronaut. 

Arnold, along with astronaut Drew Feustel, answered 20 questions on April 9 
from students at FSU, Bowie State University, University of Maryland College 
Park, and several public and private middle schools, as well as a question from 
Professor Dr. Sally Stephenson ’09 in the College of Education. 

Those lucky students were all lined up in the Pealer Recital Hall, looking into 
the camera to connect with the Space Station with the interaction broadcast over 
NASA TV for the world to see a Bobcat in space.  

Arnold’s mission to inspire students and teachers in his home state was evident 
in each answer. It was also visible on his chest, with the Maryland flag emblazoned 
on his suit and a FSU pennant behind him. The experience was so much more than 
the broadcast for the 1,200 visiting middle school students, who participated in 
NASA- and space-themed activities on campus with the help of FSU pre-service 
teachers and faculty. 

It is those personal interactions and the inspirational words from Arnold and 
Feustel that serve as promise for what’s to come for these young minds, and one of 
the chief reasons FSU wanted to make April 9 – Ricky Arnold Day in the City of 
Frostburg – a day that will be remembered for life. It also happened to be the 120th 
anniversary of the founding of Frostburg State.  

“Life is about teaching and learning. You never stop learning and you never 
stop teaching,” said Interim Dean of the College of Education Dr. Boyce Williams. 
“Even if we’re 100, we’re still teaching because there are still things to learn.” 

 
No Limit to Learning 

Students’ questions ranged from asking about food and exercise to technical 
questions about launches to ways to inspire teachers of today. 

One of the key components of Arnold’s educational missions in space is to 
complete the lost lessons of the late Teacher in Space Christa McAuliffe.  

 
STEMonstrations 

In the classroom, FSU faculty and staff provided teachers with NASA- and 
space-themed resources, lesson plan ideas and STEM activities that can keep 
students engaged, in part thanks to NASA’s STEMonstrations. Invited middle 
schoolers also were treated to hands-on space-themed activities on FSU’s campus 
after the broadcast, including making “Ricky Rockets” and navigating “asteroid” 
fields. 

Behind the scenes, the 20-minute broadcast and the planned activities took 
several months to work out logistics and programming, bringing at least two dozen 
faculty, staff and students together to make Ricky Arnold Day special. From cooks 
to police, Information Technology specialists, faculty across departments and more, 
to bring FSU together and make a lasting impact on children. 

“Building a culture of ownership and relationships so that people want to step 
up even if they haven’t been asked, that’s the only way,” Williams said.  

HPE major Samantha Sawall was fascinated by Arnold’s detailed answers. 
“He probably just planned on being a teacher at my age and then later in life, 

he became an astronaut.  You never know what’s in store for the future.” 
 

Source:  FSU News and Media Services 
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Jake Nowaczyk asks Ricky Arnold 
a question. 

Dr. Ronald Nowaczyk makes a 
call to space. 

Ricky Arnold and Drew Eeustel 
float in space. 
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The Department of Educational 
Professions is in a partnership with 
Coppin State University to increase 
cultural competency of  initial 
certification teacher candidates. As 
part of a United States Department of 
Education Pathways to Professions 
grant, Frostburg State University 
Teacher Education faculty members 
are collaborating with Coppin State 
Education faculty members to increase 
cultural awareness and competency. 
Faculty have developed learning 
modules and provided on-site 
observation and teaching experiences 
to initial certification candidates.  
Candidates in their first semester of 
the professional sequence participate 
in “Clinical Rounds.” The candidates 
observe classroom climate, 
instructional strategies, etc. In the last 
semester of the professional teacher 
education sequence, FSU candidates 
travel to Baltimore City Public 
Schools to participate in a teaching 
experience, known as Clinical 
Rotations. The clinical rotation 
experience is in the developmental 
stage, so a small group of candidates 
piloted in Spring 2018 the first two 
days of what will be a five-day 
experience in the future.   
 
Forty teacher education candidates 
from the Educational Professions 
Department had the opportunity to 
complete “Clinical Rounds” in three 
diverse Baltimore City Public Schools 
on April 20, 2018. Early 

Childhood/Elementary, 
Elementary/Middle School, 
Secondary, MAT Secondary, and 
Music pre-service teachers from main 
campus and the USMH campus 
observed classroom instruction in an 
urban environment. FSU candidates 
were extremely impressed with the 
dedication of the principals and faculty 
they observed at Gwynns Falls 
Elementary School and Rosemont 
Charter School. Principal Mosley and 
Principal Wheeler modeled for our 
students how to be effective leaders 
dedicated to changing the lives of their 
students as they engage with their 
families and communities. 
 
In March, seven CSU teacher 
education students traveled to western 
Maryland to observe, assist, and teach 
a lesson at West Side Elementary 
School. CSU students described how 
“welcoming” the administrators, 
teachers, and students were to them. 
The students enjoyed teaching a lesson 
in the school, participating in a 
“makey makey” project, being 
involved in a Chinese Immersion 
classroom, seeing new strategies and 
techniques, and “understanding the 
different cultures in the classroom.” 
The CSU students expressed that they 
wished they had more time in local 
schools observing.  
 
The FSU students traveled to 
Baltimore City to participate in the 
Clinical Rotation on April 30th and 

May 1st. Dr. Jodi Eirich, Associate 
Professor, and Mr. Toby Eirich, Field 
Experience Coordinator, escorted the 
group of six teacher education students 
to Gwynns Falls Elementary School 
and Rosemont Elementary School. Dr. 
Eirich expressed that every second was 
a tremendous learning experience. 
Each FSU student was paired with a 
seasoned mentor for his/her two-day 
experience. One participant, Sarah 
Barnhart expressed, “The principal in 
the school set such high standards for 
each student and is present throughout 
the building. I learned a lot about inner 
city schools and would like to have 
seen ever more city schools.” 
According to Hannah Bishop, “The 
teachers and administrators at 
Rosemont have increased 
responsibility. These teachers and 
administrators are not only expected to 
teach, model, influence, etc., but are 
also tasked with getting the students to 
the point where they are ready to be 
taught, modeled for, and influenced.” 
 
In the fall, the partnering institutions 
will be conducting a three-day 
experience and incorporating the 
lessons learned from the pilot. The 
learning experience allows the teacher 
education students to grow as 
professionals and feel confident in 
teaching in any location, but especially 
in high needs areas. 
 
-Kim Rotruck Ed.D., Janet Mattern 
Ed.D. & Jodi Eirich Ed.D. 
 
 
 
 
 

Frostburg State University Teacher Education Candidates Engage in Cultural Responsive 
Experiential Learning during the Spring Semester 



 
 

 

 

Future Frostburg Teachers Teaching (F2T2) Summer Academy  
The College of Education at 

FSU, the Evergreen Heritage Center in 
Mt. Savage, AmeriCorps, and the 
Allegany County Public Schools are 
collaborating to host a one-week 
teaching apprenticeship camp called 
“Frostburg Future Teachers 
Teaching.” The F2T2 camp is slated 
for the week of June 18-22 and will 
include a plethora of engaging STEM 
activities for 7th grade students from 
Washington Middle School. Some of 
the high-tech, high-touch, high-impact 
activities led by Dr. Jennifer Rankin 
and Dr. Sara O’Neal include coding 
Raspberry Pi to solve problems; 
working with drones; building and 

Leanne Dashiell was the recipient of 
this year’s Hattie M. Strong 
scholarship. The Strong Foundation 
awards scholarships to students in their 
final internship "to provide a 
significant level of support to 
exceptional teacher education 
candidates.”  Leanne was an exemplar 
of the main criteria for the scholarship: 
that the candidate shows "outstanding 
success and enthusiasm in field 
experience." Mrs. Tracy Robinette, 

Hattie M. Strong Scholarship Recipient  
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coding LEGO WeDo robots; designing 
and building straw propelled rockets; 
designing and building hovercrafts; 
designing and building Doodlebots; 
and experimenting with art-centered, 
relaxing technology tools. The 
Department of Kinesiology and 
Recreation will also be involved in the 
project by providing physical 
education and other recreational 
activities for the participants. 

 
In the fall, the F2T2 participants, with 
the assistance and support of a camp 
mentor, you will have the opportunity 
to teach a lesson to a second grade 
class at South Penn Elementary 

School, based on something that 
interested them during the camp. Dr. 
Jodi Nichols Eirich, project 
coordinator, stated, “We are excited to 
offer this unique opportunity to area 
middle school students. While we 
know it will be a fun and engaging 
week for the students, we are 
especially excited to entice them to 
become teachers, as middle school is 
the perfect time for them to begin 
thinking about a career.” Any FSU 
students interested in volunteering 
may contact Dr. Eirich at 301-687-
4218 or via email at 
jlnichols@frostburg.edu. 
 
-Jodi Eirich Ed.D. 
 

Leanne's first mentor teacher, writes 
that Leanne is "an extremely devoted 
professional" who "embraced the 
belief that all students have the right to 
learn." Dr. Heather Hurst, chair of the 
Department of Educational Professions 
scholarship committee, describes 
Leanne as a committed, caring, and 
thoughtful young teacher who has 
made significant sacrifices to pursue a 
teaching career. Congratulations, 
Leanne! 
 

 

Teachers of Promise 
Linda Brumage, Executive 
Administrative Assistant in the Dean’s 
office, accompanied six of our most 
promising and gifted pre-service 
educators to the Teachers of Promise 
Institute that was held at Martin's West 
on April 20, 2018 at Martin's West in 
Baltimore, MD.  The students are 
nominated by their professors to 
participate in this event. 
 
The Teachers of Promise Program 
(TOP) and Institute began in 2007 as 
an outgrowth of the Maryland Teacher 
of the Year Program, a program of the 
Maryland State Department of 
Education (MSDE). The goals of this 
program are to encourage our best and  
 

brightest college students to teach in 
Maryland and to provide a transition 
from student to first year teacher. The 
program capitalizes on the expertise of 
Teachers of the Year and other award-
winning educators by matching them 
with promising pre-service seniors 
from Maryland colleges and 
universities. These are students that 
demonstrate high academic 
achievement and teaching skills as 
evidenced by their grades and student 
teaching. Mentors and protégés work 
together online during the spring and 
summer transition period until the new 
teachers are placed in their schools.  
 
  
 
 

Pictured:  Pateley Bongiorni, Stephanie 
Claar, Courtney Herbert, Emily Valin, Keara 
Fox, and Te’Shia Butler 
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The HUB @ USMH:  Family Engagement 
Since 2014, The HUB@USMH has 
engaged the at large stakeholder 
community (i.e.: USMH, city of 
Hagerstown, Washington County 
Head Start, the Family Center of 
Washington County, the Fletcher 
Foundation, the Judy Center, and 
Washington County Public Schools) in 
an effort  to narrow the gap for 
“kindergarten readiness” among the 
youngest residents of Washington 
County.  Together with financial, in 
kind, and volunteer support the 
program has been able to increase 
family engagement.  Additionally, the 
proram affords in-service and pre-
service educators opportunities to 
engage families through service to the 
greater Hagerstown community. This 
year, The HUB@USMH was 
recognized through the Chamber of 
Commerce initiative as a partner with 
OnTrack, Washington County.  This 
partnership has allowed 
TheHUB@USMH to participate as a 
leading voice in addressing the needs 
of families and children in the area of 
early childhood education. 
 

With a theme for the 2017-2018 grant 
cycle, Agency Collaboration to 
Increase Family Engagement, 
TheHUB@USMH expanded 
courses/workshops for parents, 
caregivers, and professionals that 
relate to family engagement. This 
past year 2017-2018, The 
HUB@USMH has strengthened its 
community impact through a 
collaboration with Washington 
County Public School’s Early 
Intervention and Birth-5 service 
providers and the Judy 
Center, implementing programs for 
families at  the Washington County 
Free Library through a partnership 
with the Early Childhood Advisory 
Council (ECAC).The addition of 
Spanish Learning Parties, English 
Language Learner families, the 
Washington County Family Center, 
and, increasing the level of 
collaboration with WCPS Birth-5 
and Early Intervention Services, The 
HUB@USMH has expanded the 
number of families able to receive 
early childhood educational support.  
 
 

To date, The HUB@USMH has been 
able to serve over 120 families and  
provide preservice/in-service learning 
opportunities for over 60 future and 
practicing educators.  Participants 
include preservice students from the 
undergraduate early childhood 
program, graduate students in the 
special education M.Ed. program, and, 
service providers from the community 
involved in early childhood care. 
 
-Jamey Tobery-Nystrom Ed.D. 
 The HUB @ USMH 
 
 
 
 

Fix the Fund!  Frostburg USMH Student NEA Chapter Attends Rally in Annapolis 

The agreement to have the Maryland 
casino revenue support the funding of 
education in the state was the selling 
point to pass the Casino/gambling act. 
When some of that money was taken 
away to finance other initiatives in the 
state, other than education, something 
needed to be done. The Fix the Fund 
Act would allow a lockbox to be put 
on the revenue from Maryland casinos 
in order for it to go straight to 
education. A lobby night and rally 
took place in Annapolis to promote 
this important act. FSU at Hagerstown 
students attended both the February 
26th lobby night and rally. Students 
were able to speak to Maryland 
delegates in order to promote their 
awareness of the act and how their  
 
 
 

vote will impact the delegates at the 
ballot this fall 2018. FSU at 
Hagerstown students, Giovanna Papa 
and Rebeckah Reed-Young, spoke 
with Delegate Corderman as well as 
Delegate Ebersole to promote the Fix 
the Fund Act. The rally then took place 
March 19th where Ms. Papa and Ms. 
Reed-Young had the opportunity to 
lead the entire rally through the streets 
of Annapolis. Thanks to the efforts of 
all of the educators and citizens of 
Maryland, as well as Ms. Papa and Ms. 
Reed-Young, for attending the lobby 
and rally in Annapolis, the Fix the 
Fund Act will now be on the ballot in 
the fall.  
 
 
 
 

-Giovanna Papa 
 Frostburg @ USMH 
 

Hagerstown Happenings 
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 Health and Physical Education News 

 HPE Students Attend Professional 
Conference- Health and Physical Education 
majors attended the Maryland Association of 
Health, Physical Education, Recreation, and 
Dance (MAHPERD) Convention in October.  
They engaged in numerous sessions to learn new 
and innovative teaching strategies and had the 
opportunity to network with Maryland’s finest 
Health and Physical Education professionals. 
 
 
 
 

      
         

       
        

       
       

       
      

         
       
        

        
 

Therapeutic Recreation Research Presentation 

On May 16, 2018, students of the 
Therapeutic Recreation concentration 
at Frostburg State University presented 
their spring semester research and 
recommendations about the 
Therapeutic Recreation concentration 
to the department chair, Dr. Natalia 
Buta, and to the Dean of the College 
Education, Dr. Boyce C. Williams. 
The presentation included a 
background of the Therapeutic  
 

Recreation program, a SWOT analysis, 
analyzed 1,200 job announcements, 
internal market opportunities for the 
program at Frostburg State University, 
and six recommendations that the 
program, department and Dean can 
evaluate to potentially to improve the 
program and retain students at FSU.   

-Mairade Ronning 

  

HPE Experiential Learning:  Motor Clinic- One of the 
highlights of the Health and Physical Education HPE) program is 
the Motor Clinic, which is part of HPED 402 Adapted Physical 
Education.  Students work with Dr. Rebecca Gallagher to 
develop PE lessons tailored for children with special needs.  
Children from Allegany County Public Schools (ACPS) attend 
the Motor Clinic and engage in a variety of learning activities 
taught by the HPED 402 students.  We are grateful for the 
partnership we have with Allegany County Public Schools!  
 

Left to right: Nurse Joan, Coral 
Jones, Nicole Basom, Ms. Sallie 
Price, Mairade Ronning, Ms. Missy, 
Alexis Klocek, Liana Toy. 
 Students in EDUC 293 Participate in a “Cultural Taste” Class 

On Tuesday, May 15, students in Dr. Fannia Boayue’s EDUC 293 course took 
part in a “Cultural Taste” class.  According to Dr. Boayue, this class was a 
culminating activity from a class discussion that was held earlier in the 
semester on cultural diversity.  The “Cultural Taste” class related to issues 
affecting young children and their caregivers.  Students were able to better 
understand cultural diversity by sharing such things as foods from other 
cultures. 

Pirate's Ahoy will take place on July 11, 2018.   Our featured author will be Jennifer O'Connell, author of The Eye of the 
Whale: A Rescue Story. The day will begin at 9:30 am with registration at City Place, and will be full of pirate activities, 
including:  author presentation, face painting, pirate crafts & activities, a treasure hunt, and costume contest. All pirate fun 
is free! Find updates on our website and Facebook page within the coming weeks. Check out  http://www.frostburg.edu/clc 
for a schedule of the day’s events! 
 

Pirates Ahoy! 
 

http://www.frostburg.edu/clc
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Earlier in the fall semester, a graduate 
of the Health and Physical Education 
(HPE) program contacted Dr. Nicole 
Bosley to inform her of several mid-
year openings in Anne Arundel 
County Public Schools (AACPS). Dr. 
Bosley was soon connected with Ms. 
Christiana Walsh, AACPS 
Coordinator of Health, Physical 
Education, and Dance. Ms. Walsh 
commended the HPE program at FSU 
via email – “I’m so happy to finally 
connect!  I hope to strengthen the 
partnership between AACPS and 
Frostburg as I have been impressed by 
the teachers we have employed who 
have graduated from your program.” 
As part of their hiring process, AACPS 
requires candidates to be observed or 
to submit a video recording of their 
teaching. On November 7, 2017, three 
members of the AACPS team, 
including Ms. Walsh, traveled to 
Frostburg to observe five HPE interns 
in action. Dr. Bosley accompanied the 
team to Beall Elementary, George’s 
Creek Elementary, and Frankfort 
Middle Schools. It was a successful 

day and a wonderful opportunity for 
HPE candidates to showcase their 
teaching skills. Following the trip, Ms. 
Walsh emailed Dr. Bosley – “Thank 
you so much for organizing the 
observation visits today. We really 
enjoyed our visits with the interns and 
spending the day with you! I would 
love to continue this as a potential 
tradition if you’d be willing to have us 
in the future.”  
 

First Ever Recreation and Parks Management Alumni Reunion 

The Recreation & Parks Management program held 
its first ever Alumni Reunion at Rocky Gap State 
Park on September 30, 2017, with a great group of 
alumni, current students, and faculty. Thirty-three 
people participated in the reunion, which included: 
games, food, and a tour of the alma mater campus. 
This was a great chance to reconnect with old 
classmates and teachers, as well as meet the current 
students in the program. Dr. Blankenship said it 
best -- "felt like it was my birthday, everybody was 
so happy to see me". We can’t wait for next year to 
continue this new tradition! Go Bobcats! 
 

Health and P.E. Graduates Make a Positive Impression 
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Upcoming Events 
Pirates Ahoy! July 11, 2018 

CONTACTS  
Dr. Boyce Williams 
Interim Dean 
bcwilliams@frostburg.edu 
301.687. 4357 
 
Dr. Kim Rotruck 
Acting Associate Dean 
krotruck@frostburg.edu 
301.687.4216 
 
Dr. Natalia Buta 
Acting Assistant Dean 
nbuta@frostburg.edu 
301.687.4458 
 
Ms. Linda Brumage 
Executive Administrative Assistant 
lbrumage@frostburg.edu 
301.687.4759 
 
Ms. Linda Lewis 
Executive Administrative Assistant 
llewis3@frostburg.edu 
301.687.3184 
 
 
 

Faculty Highlights 

Educational Professions: 

• Dr. Jamelyn Tobery- Nystrom was 
awarded for Outstanding Leadership 
as President of the Maryland 
Association of Teacher Educators 
from CEASOM (Council of 
Educational Administrative and 
Supervisory Organizations of 
Maryland) 

• Dr. Kim Rotruck and Dr. Janet 
Mattern presented at the National 
CAEP (Council for the Accreditation 
of Educator Preparation) in Kansas 
City, MO. 

• Dr. Boyce Williams served on a 
panel for the DREAM Conference in 
Nashville, TN.  This conference 
focused on “Achieving the Dream” 
by promoting the best practices and 
innovations to address the emerging 
needs in the field of education and 
improve results for all students. 

• Dr. Barbara Ornstein was the 
winner of the Outstanding Faculty 
Member Award at the 2017-2018 
FSU Leadership Awards  

• Dana Harrison, M. Ed., a graduate 
of FSU’s Department of Education, is 
the founder of Apples & Chalk.  This 
professional development company 
focuses on improving the school 
community in order to gain better 
learning results.  Harrison recently 
held a seminar at FSU for junior 
education students.  The seminar was 
entitled:  Diversity in Education:  
Teaching Strategies for America’s 
Melting Pot.  Harrison focused the 
seminar on the importance of 
adapting instruction and teaching 
strategies to meet students’ cultural 
needs. 

 

Kinesiology and Recreation: 
• Ms. Ramonica Scott will join the 

Athletic Training faculty as a clinical 
educator starting on August 1. 
 

• Dr. Nicole Bosley attended 
MAHPERD Annual Convention in 
October 2017 in Baltimore, MD.  Dr. 
Bosley also received a PELEF Grant, 
which allowed her to take a group of 
Physical Education students to Anne 
Arundel County Public Schools.  
Students spent one day presenting a 
workshop to AACPS Elementary PE 
teachers on incorporating technology 
in the classroom for purposes of 
differentiation and assessment.  
Students spent a second day 
observing AACPS teachers at three 
different schools. 

• Dr. Natalia Buta presented at the 
National Outdoor Recreation 
Conference in Burlington, Vermont 
April 23-26.  Dr. Buta also received 
a PELEF Grant, which allowed her 
to travel with six students to 
Washington, DC to visit the US 
Forest Service and the National Park 
Service headquarters.  Students were 
able to learn more about current 
recreation management issues on 
public lands. 

• Dr. Diane Blankenship was the 
contributing author for two chapters 
in the Introduction to Recreation and 
Leisure book that was published in 
January 2018.  Dr. Blankenship also 
coordinated another successful “Be 
Like Bob” event, in which $3,000 in 
scholarship funds were awarded. 

• A special thanks to Dr. Jennifer 
Rankin, Dr. Sarah O’Neal, Dr. 
Natalia Buta, and Dr. Nicole Bosley 
for organizing the STEMonstration 
activities for NASA Day! 

 


